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Abstract

Despite many advances in program comprehension,
polymorphism and inheritance are still the cause of many
misunderstandings in object-oriented code. In this paper,
we present a suite of such concrete, recurrent patterns
where particular ways of using inheritance and poly-
morphism can easily mislead developers and maintainers
during software understanding activities. We define these
as comprehension pitfalls. Furthermore, the paper de-
scribes a metric-based approach aimed to automatically
detect such situations in code. The experimental results
presented in this paper, based on three medium-sized
systems, indicate that the identified comprehension pitfalls
and the approach used to detect them are a promising
support for maintenance.

Keywords: program understanding, polymorphism,
inheritance, metrics

1. Introduction

In order to maintain or to reengineer a software system
one has to understand it first (at least partially). The soft-
ware engineering practice has revealed that about a half of
maintenance costs are due to software comprehension ac-
tivities [12]. Therefore, a significant reduction of software
maintenance and reengineering expenses can be obtained
by creating powerful techniques to support program under-
standing.

As observed by Chikofsky and Cross in [6], the cost of
understanding software is manifested in the time required
to comprehend software, which includes the time lost due to
misunderstanding. Thus, one way to reduce comprehension
costs is to minimize time wasted due to misunderstandings.

Certainly, there are many potential sources of misunder-
standing a program. In particular, various understandability
issues raised by polymorphism have been recognized long
time ago and continue to be emphasized and discussed in

the state-of-the-art literature (e.g., [3, 5, 18]). In a strongly-
typed language for example, when a maintainer wants to
track a dynamically bound method call, she is tempted to
assume that the invoked method is defined in the class des-
ignated by the type of the target reference. However, she
can realize later that the method is actually defined in an
ancestor of the reference’s class or that the method is over-
ridden in one of the descendants of the reference’s class.
This “yo-yo” effect [3] is a clear evidence that polymor-
phism can easily mislead an engineer when trying to under-
stand object-oriented programs. Unfortunately, the “yo-yo”
effect is not the single misunderstanding trap set by poly-
morphism.

The state-of-the-art literature presents many empirical
rules and heuristics that drive the usage of polymorphism
and inheritance in good object-oriented design [10, 18, 23].
However, in particular design contexts, these rules are not
entirely obeyed because a tradeoff had to be made between
contradictory forces. Such tradeoffs can lead to hierarchies
whose polymorphic manipulation can be easily misunder-
stood. We define these cases as comprehension pitfalls.

These situations are of real importance for maintenance.
Understanding the polymorphic usage of a program entity
in a legacy system (e.g., a method from a base class) re-
quires an in-depth analysis of its clients (e.g., callers of the
method) [18, 21]. Unfortunately, this is time consuming
since a detailed manual investigation of the clients’ code
is required. Therefore, in order to save time, a maintainer
is tempted to make implicit assumptions about the way the
program entity is used, without taking a closer look at its
clients (e.g., all the methods from the base class have an uni-
form semantics for all the descendants of that base class).
Thus, if a comprehension pitfall affects the investigated en-
tity, the maintainer’s assumptions might be false (e.g., be-
cause of some tradeoff, the investigated method does not
have an uniform semantics for all the descendants). As a re-
sult of this misunderstanding, he can easily insert bugs into
the maintained application (e.g., polymorphically invoking
a base class method, that does not define an uniform se-
mantics for all the descendants, can produce an unexpected
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program behavior [18]).
Therefore, documenting and detecting comprehension

pitfalls is of real importance for maintenance: engineers
can avoid making wrong assumptions, can avoid introduc-
ing bugs into the maintained system, etc. In other words,
misunderstanding costs can be avoided.

In this paper we first describe a simple generic process
for defining comprehension pitfalls (Section 2). Next, we
present in detail three concrete pitfalls that we have derived
by investigating several design heuristics, rules and patterns
related to the usage of polymorphism (Section 3). In or-
der to automatically detect these pitfalls in code, we also
propose three detection strategies (i.e., metric-based rules)
[17] that quantify the symptoms of the defined pitfalls us-
ing metrics. These metrics are described in Appendix. The
tools used to evaluate our work are briefly presented in Sec-
tion 4 while the experimental results are discussed in Sec-
tion 5. The paper concludes presenting some related and
future work (Sections 6 and 7).

2. Defining Comprehension Pitfalls

The generic process of defining comprehension pitfalls
is presented in Figure 1. In step 1, we identify the main
characteristics of a program entity (e.g., a method) in good
object-oriented design from the point of view of its poly-
morphic manipulation. The task is performed by identify-
ing and analyzing design heuristics and patterns that govern
the usage of that entity from the polymorphism perspective
(e.g., a method should have an uniform semantics for all the
descendants of its declaration class).

In step 2, we identify situations in which the subject en-
tity is used in a different manner with respect to its primary
way of usage obtained in the previous step. This goal can
also be achieved by investigating design heuristics, rules
and patterns as many of them present tradeoffs or design
contexts when a rule is neglected. Additionally, personal
experience may also be applied during this definition step
(e.g., some design rules are neglected in commonly known
design contexts). The result of this step consists in a list
of informal descriptions of one or more comprehension pit-
falls.

Next (step 3), a detection technique must be proposed
for each identified pitfall. To achieve this task, different ap-
proaches may be used (e.g., a graph-based approach). In
our particular case, we have used a metric-based approach.
That is, we have defined several detection strategies [17]
that quantify the informal description of each pitfall. The
definition of our metric-based logical rules has followed the
process presented in detail in [17]. In short, the informal de-
scription of a pitfall is split into a correlated set of symptoms
that can be captured by a single metric. Next, a proper met-
ric is selected together with an adequate relational operator
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Figure 1. The Process of Defining Pitfalls

in order to quantify each of the previously identified symp-
toms. In the end, the quantified symptoms are linked to-
gether with logical operators following the manner in which
the symptoms are correlated in the informal description of
the pitfall.

In the last phase (step 4) of our generic process, an eval-
uation is performed in order to prove the relevance of each
pitfall (e.g., how frequently does it appear?) and to analyze
the precision of the proposed detection means.

3. Three Concrete Comprehension Pitfalls

Following the process from Section 2, we have defined
several comprehension pitfalls. In this section we describe
three of them using the following template:

• Name - A name to identify the pitfall

• Entity - The program entity affected by the pitfall

• Description - The rationale of the pitfall

• Example - An example

• Detection - A detection strategy to detect the pitfall

• Actions - A description on how the pitfall detection
may improve the maintenance process. Usually, it
raises attention about difficult to observe implementa-
tion / design details. In some cases, refactoring actions
may also be considered.

The results of the fourth step of the definition process and
the selection of the thresholds from the proposed detection
strategies are discussed in Section 5.
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3.1. Partial Typing (PT)

Entity. Pure interfaces (e.g., Java interfaces).

Description. Usually, a pure interface is used as a place-
holder in the hierarchy for all the family of classes that im-
plement it [10, 14, 18]. In this case, we say that the hierar-
chy is a type hierarchy [14]. However, there are situations
when two type hierarchies are linked together by a com-
mon interface, although the resulting larger hierarchy is not
a type hierarchy. In such cases, we say that this common in-
terface is affected by the Partial Typing pitfall. This practice
appears in the context of organizing libraries of similar but
behaviorally different types [14]. Unfortunately, this situa-
tion is counter-intuitive because an interface is usually used
as a placeholder for any class that implements it. As a re-
sult, if one assumes this fact for an interface affected by this
pitfall, the risk of introducing bugs into the application is
high.

Example. Consider the Collection interface from the Java
collection system. The List and the Set interfaces extend the
aforementioned interface. However, a List object cannot be
used in place of a Set object because they are behaviorally
different (e.g., a list accepts duplicated elements while a set
does not). Thus, the List and the Set sub-hierarchies are
type hierarchies but, in spite of the natural expected way of
using an interface, the objects they define cannot be usually
treated uniformly as Collection objects. If one misunder-
stands this fact (although in this particular example it should
not be the case) then there is a high risk of inserting bugs
into the application (e.g., substituting and/or permitting the
substitution of a List for a Set).

Detection. The essential characteristic of this pitfall is
that the invocations of the methods declared in the affected
interface are predominantly directed to objects of several
but not of all concrete subclasses from the implied hierar-
chy. This property of an interface can be captured by a high
value of the Average of Weak Uniformity (AWU) metric [21]
(see Appendix for details) 1. The resulting detection strat-
egy is presented in Equation A-1: we are looking in a sys-
tem S for all the classes C that define pure interfaces and
we select only those having AWU greater than the HIGH
threshold.

PT (S) = S′

∣∣∣∣∣ S′ ⊆ S,∀C ∈ S′

isPureInterface(C)∧
AWU(C) > HIGH

(A-1)

1The uniformity metrics have been extended and their names have been
changed in order to be more informative

Actions. When encountering a situation like this, it must
be immediately documented. The maintainer can be warned
that, usually, the clients of a hierarchy having such a root
must be written in terms of some sub-hierarchy of the af-
fected interface. At the same time, they should try to reduce
drastically the number of clients defined in terms of the af-
fected interface and they must intensively test such clients
to check the objects substitutability.

3.2. Uneven Service Behavior (USB)

Entity. Public methods of a base class

Description. There are cases when a small subset of ser-
vices are declared in a base class although they do not have
uniform semantics for all the descendants of the base class
(i.e., they cannot be uniformly invoked because the client
expectations are specific to each concrete subclass from the
implied hierarchy). The services are declared in the base
class simply because they must be provided by all the de-
scendants. In such cases we say that the corresponding
methods are affected by the Uneven Service Behavior pit-
fall. In the object-oriented technology, developers reason
in terms of objects that provide a cohesive set of services
[4]. Thus, a maintainer is tempted to think that, if a set of
objects are strongly uniformly manipulated via a common
interface then all the services of that interface are intended
to be invoked in a strongly uniform manner. However, if one
does not understand that some services cannot be uniformly
called (i.e., without making any assumption regarding the
concrete type of the target object) then she could insert bugs
into the application.

Example. In the Prototype design pattern [10], the
cloning method is declared in the root of a hierarchy to force
all descendants to implement that service. Additionally, the
root also contains other methods to manipulate uniformly
the cloneable objects. However, the cloning method is not
usually invoked uniformly when the clone initialization de-
pends on the concrete type of the cloned object (e.g., the
cloning method must take specific parameters whose mean-
ing depends on the concrete type of the cloned object [10]).
Consequently, if the method is invoked without knowing the
concrete type of the target object the clone object can be er-
roneously initialized.

Detection. The detection of this pitfall is based on the fol-
lowing characteristics of the affected method:

1. Many interface services of the method declaration base
class are predominantly invoked without knowing the
concrete type of the target object (i.e., in a strongly
uniform manner). This characteristic of a base class is
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emphasized by a high value of the Average of Strong
Uniformity (ASU) metric (see Appendix for details).

2. By contrast, the problematic method is not intensively
invoked in a strongly uniform way. A small value for
the Strong Uniformity (SU) metric (see Appendix for
details) distinguishes this property of a method.

3. The affected method tends to be invoked on instances
of all subclasses of its declaration class when knowing
the concrete type of the target object. This ensures the
fact that the method has a relevant meaning for each
descendant. A reduced value of Type Affinity (TA) met-
ric (see Appendix for details) can capture this charac-
teristic of a method declared in a base class.

The resulting detection strategy is presented in Equation
A-2. We are looking in a system S for all the methods M
whose declaration base classes have an ASU value higher
than the HIGH threshold. After that, we select only those
methods having LOW values for SU metric and REDUCED
values for TA.

USB(S) = S′

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
S′ ⊆ S,∀M ∈ S′

ASU(Class(M)) > HIGH∧
SU(M) < LOW∧
TA(M) < REDUCED

(A-2)

Actions. The methods affected by this pitfall should be
clearly emphasized in code (e.g., via a documentation com-
ment). In this way maintainers can be warned that the in-
terface methods of the implied base class fall in two cat-
egories. The larger one contains methods that can be in-
voked in highly polymorphic contexts (i.e., where the con-
crete type of the target object is unknown). The smaller
one (the dangerous category) contains methods that can be
invoked on instances of any descendant but only when the
concrete type of the target object is known.

3.3. Premature Service (PS)

Entity. Public methods of a base class

Description. This pitfall affects methods that are not in-
tended to be uniformly invoked, but which are declared in a
base class containing many methods that have this purpose.
Additionally, the affected methods do not have a significant
meaning for all the descendants of the implied hierarchy. In
other words, these methods are declared too high in the hi-
erarchy. That is why we say that they are affected by the
Premature Service pitfall.

Example. In the Composite design pattern [10], the Com-
ponent interface is intended to transparently manipulate
Leaf and Composite objects. Unfortunately, a proper trade-
off must be found between transparency and safety when
it comes to the declaration of the addComponent method.
When it is declared in the Component interface it repre-
sents a premature service pitfall. This is because, usually, it
will not be polymorphically invoked (it does not have sense
for Leaf objects) although the remaining interface methods
from the Component will. Such a situation is risky from the
safety point of view if the maintainer is unaware of the man-
ner in which the addComponent method should be called
(e.g., it might raise an unexpected exception if called on a
leaf object).

Detection. The main characteristics of this pitfall are:

1. Many interface services of the method declaration base
class are predominantly invoked without knowing the
concrete type of the target object (i.e., in a strongly
uniform manner). This characteristic of a base class is
emphasized by a high value of the Average of Strong
Uniformity (ASU) metric (see Appendix for details).

2. By contrast, the suspected method is not intensively
invoked in the previously mentioned manner. A small
value for the Strong Uniformity (SU) (see Appendix for
details) metric distinguishes this property of a method.

3. The affected method does not have a relevant meaning
for all the descendants of the method declaration base
class. Thus, when knowing the concrete type of the
target object, the clients will invoke the method only
on instances of those subclasses for which the service
has a relevant meaning. If the method has a signifi-
cant number of invocations (counted by the Number of
Calls (NOCALLS) metric), this aspect can be caught
by an increased value of the Type Affinity (TA) metric.

The resulting detection strategy is presented in Equation
A-3. We are looking in a system S for all the methods M
whose declaration base classes have an ASU value higher
than the HIGH threshold. After that, we select only those
methods having LOW values for SU metric. The last two
terms of our strategy ensure that each detected method has
a NOCALLS value higher than FEW and an INCREASED
value for TA.

PB(S) = S′

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
S′ ⊆ S,∀M ∈ S′

ASU(Class(M)) > HIGH∧
SU(M) < LOW∧
NOCALLS(M) > FEW∧
TA(M) > INCREASED

(A-3)
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Actions. When such a pitfall is encountered, the descen-
dants for which the affected method has a significant mean-
ing should be identified. To achieve this task, an in-depth
analysis of the hierarchy and/or of its clients is required.
Additionally, it would be worth to investigate the possibil-
ity of moving such a method down to the relevant subclasses
in order to increase safety (i.e., to avoid making unsafe uni-
form calls that may be targeted at runtime to instances for
which the method does not have a relevant meaning).

Note. This pitfall is close to the Uneven Service Behavior.
However, they have different causes and different actions
should be considered when they are encountered.

3.4. Other Pitfalls

During our experience we encountered other potential
pitfalls we plan to include in a larger catalog and/or to in-
vestigate and to better formalize then in the future: (i) An
interface whose methods are almost always invoked in a
non uniform manner (i.e., the concrete type of the target
object is known) may emphasize that the interface meth-
ods are designed to be invoked only in this manner (i.e.,
non uniformly) (ii) Two overloaded methods of a base class
are expected to be invoked in the same manner. However,
if one can be uniformly invoked while the other cannot be
invoked in this way, another misunderstanding trap may ap-
pear (iii) A method of a base class may tend to be uniformly
invoked. However, if their is a relevant number of situations
when it is non uniformly called, it would be worth to detect
these methods and their non uniform calls. In this man-
ner, one can learn the contexts in which the method must be
invoked non uniformly (e.g., similar situation may appear
while defining new clients of that method).

4. Tool Support

The uniformity metrics and the detection strategies from
Section 3 have been implemented in the IPLASMA software
analysis environment [16].

In order to approximate the uniformity metrics, we have
used an intra-procedural static class analysis (SCA) [7] im-
plemented in MEMBRAIN, a static analysis tool we de-
velop. This static analysis determines at particular program
points the set of classes for an object i.e., for any reference
variable, at a particular program point, the possible set of
classes of the instance to which that reference may refer to
at runtime.

Based on this information captured for all potential
callers of a method, the uniformity metrics for that method
can be easily computed. By averaging the metrics values
obtained for all the methods from a base class, we compute
the uniformity metrics at class level.

5. Experiment

In Section 3, we have presented three comprehension pit-
falls and for each we have defined a metric-based rule to
support their automatic detection. In this section we discuss
the most significant findings we obtained by applying these
rules to three medium-sized Java programs.

5.1. The Analyzed Software

For our evaluation we have selected three public do-
main Java systems: Recoder, FreeMind and Jung. Table 1
presents several high-level characteristics of these systems.
On one hand, they give an impression about the size of these
programs (e.g., Lines of Code). On the other hand, the Av-
erage Number of Derived Classes (ANDC) and the Average
Hierarchy Height (AHH) system-level metrics [13] explain
the reason for selecting the case studies. The ANDC metric
is the average number of classes directly derived from a base
class (if a class has no derived classes then it contributes
with a value of 0 to ANDC) while the AHH metric is the av-
erage of the Height of the Inheritance Tree (HIT) for all the
root classes from a system (a class is a root class if it is not
derived from another one; stand-alone classes have a HIT
of 0). According to the statistical thresholds from [13], the
values of these metrics reveal that hierarchies are frequent
in all three systems and hierarchies tend to be wide and rel-
atively deep. These characteristics of the hierarchies make
these systems a very good choice for a significant evaluation
of our work.

5.2. Investigation Approach

In order to apply the proposed metric-based rules on the
case studies, we had to establish concrete values for their
thresholds. The proper threshold selection for a detection
strategy (in general, for a metric) is difficult. One approach
is the “tuning machine” methodology [20]. The idea is to
infer the thresholds from a set of examples manually classi-
fied as “affected / unaffected” by a particular pitfall. In this
way, it would be also possible to evaluate more precisely a
strategy with respect to the developers’ intuition regarding
the quantified pitfall. Unfortunately, at this time, it is not
possible to apply this methodology because of the lack of a
sufficiently large set of examples. The construction of such
an unbiased tuning set is a long-term activity that requires
the recognition of the pitfalls by both the research and the
practitioner communities.

However, in this paper we have followed a similar, man-
ual approach. First, we applied the detection strategies from
Section 3 on the case studies. In this step, we used light-
weight thresholds (i.e., inferred exclusively from metrics
interpretation models) in order to ensure the detection of a
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System Lines of Number of Pure Number of Base Class Average Number of Average Hierarchy
Code Classes Interfaces Methods Methods Derived Classes Height

Recoder 42 259 490 154 6795 1742 0.74 0.43
FreeMind 52 904 455 141 5228 1523 0.51 0.34

Jung 22 447 391 85 3038 908 0.41 0.34

Table 1. Overall Characteristics of the Analyzed Systems

Strategy HIGH LOW REDUCED FEW INCREASED
Partial Typing 0.5 - - - -

Uneven Service Behavior 0.5 0.4 0.3 - -
Premature Service 0.5 0.4 - 2 0.3

Table 2. The Thresholds

significant number of design entities by our strategies. Next,
we analyzed manually all the detected entities and classified
them as true-positives or false-positives. Based on this man-
ual investigation we fine-tuned the thresholds in order to
maximize the precision of the detection rules. At the same
time, we took care to minimize the number of true-positives
that might get lost during this fine-tuning process (i.e., min-
imize false-negatives). The final threshold values are pre-
sented in Table 2. Of course, the identified thresholds may
be too specific (i.e., particular for our experiment). How-
ever, by analyzing in similar experiments many other con-
crete examples of the described pitfalls (from many other
systems), we may be able to establish more general thresh-
olds by applying the “tuning machine” methodology.

5.3. Precision and Frequency

Table 3 presents the number of design entities that have
been detected by each detection strategy when applied to
each system. Moreover, we split this number of suspects
into correctly identified pitfalls i.e., true-positives (TP) re-
spectively false-positives (FP).

Based on this information we can easily compute the
precision of our detection strategies (i.e., the number of
true-positives divided by the total number of suspects). In
the case of Partial Typing and Uneven Service Behavior
strategies, the precision is high (i.e., 90.47% respectively
71.87%). For Premature Service we obtained a smaller pre-
cision (around 45%).

Turning back to Table 3, we can observe that with one
single exception each pitfall appears at least 2 times in each
case study. Thus, the defined pitfalls occur in each system.
Additionally, we can observe that the Partial Typing pit-
fall appears predominantly in Recoder and Jung while Un-
even Service Behavior appears predominantly in Recoder
and Freemind. Thus, the frequency of a pitfall could de-
pend on the type of the analyzed software (e.g., modeled

domain, used technologies). As a result, based on our rel-
atively small case study and on our manual investigation,
we conclude that the defined pitfalls are promising for the
maintenance process and deserve to be further investigated
on larger case studies.

5.4. Discussion of Several Findings

In this section we present three concrete pitfalls we en-
countered during our manual analysis. On one hand, these
examples illustrate the manner in which concrete pitfalls
should be studied in detail. On the other hand, they illus-
trate the problems that the defined pitfalls can cause when
falling in their misunderstanding trap.

Case 1: Partial Typing. Using the corresponding detec-
tion strategy, we have identified in the Jung system the
ArchetypeVertex interface as being affected by this pitfall.
It means that the interface is not the root of a type hierarchy
but it links together two or more type sub-hierarchies which
are not behaviorally equivalent.

In Figure 2 we present the ArchetypeVertex hierar-
chy. Each rectangle represents an interface (i.e., light-gray
nodes), an abstract class (i.e., dark-gray nodes) or a concrete
class (i.e., white nodes). The lines connecting the nodes rep-
resent extends or implements relations. We have decided to
discuss in detail this example because, from all the inter-
faces affected by this pitfall, the ArchetypeVertex generates
the second deepest hierarchy (Heigh in Inheritance Tree is
6). We have not presented here the pitfall that generates
the tallest hierarchy because it is just a super-interface of
ArchetypeVertex, that would needlessly complicate the dis-
cussion.

A manual investigation has revealed that the clients that
invoke methods in the ArchetypeVertex fall essentially into
2 groups (1) clients defined in terms of Vertex interface
and (2) clients defined in terms of Hypervertex interface.
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Strategy Recoder Jung Freemind Overall Overall Overall
TP FP TP FP TP FP True-Positives (TP) False-Positives (FP) Precision

Partial Typing 9 0 8 2 2 0 19 2 90.47%
Uneven Service Behavior 13 8 3 0 7 1 23 9 71.87%

Premature Service 4 3 0 0 2 4 6 7 46.15%

Table 3. Experimental Results

Figure 2. ArchetypeVertex Hierarchy

As shown in Figure 2 these interfaces divide the concrete
classes (white nodes) from the hierarchy in two mutually
exclusive sets: one containing 3 classes (the right-most
white nodes) and another one including the remaining 10
classes. Thus, each group of clients uniformly manipu-
lates instances of classes that are in the same set and almost
never instances of classes that are in different sets. As a
result, the Vertex and the Hypervertex sub-hierarchies may
be type hierarchies but a Vertex object and a Hypervertex
one cannot be uniformly treated as an ArchetypeVertex ob-
ject. This conclusion can also be supported by taking a
look at the names of these interfaces: a Vertex models a
node of a graph while a Hypervertex models a node of
a hypergraph. In a hypergraph, a hyperedge can connect
more than 2 hypernodes. Thus, we can conclude that a
Hypervertex behaves somehow different than a Vertex, and
this is the reason why they are not uniformly treated as
ArchetypeVertex. As a result, we conclude that Arhetype-
Vertex is not the root of a type hierarchy but it may link to-
gether two type sub-hierarchies. Because of that, substitut-
ing a Hypervertex for a Vertex may produce an unexpected
behavior from the system. Thus, it is important to inform a
maintainer that, despite the fact that usually an interface is
used as placeholder for any class from the implied hierar-
chy, the ArchetypeVertex should not be used in this manner
(e.g., she should not define clients in terms of this interface).

Case 2: Uneven Service Behavior. In Recoder, the
Operator base class 2 has many descendants that models
different kinds of operators. This base class declares meth-
ods that are predominately invoked in a strongly uniform
manner by their clients (ASU is 0.67). However, several
methods declared in this base class are not intensively in-
voked in this way (e.g., the setArguments method has a
SU value of 0.07). Additionally, these methods are in-
voked on instances of all subclasses from the Operator
hierarchy since their TA values are also small (e.g., 0.05
for setArguments). Thus, the discussed methods (e.g.,
setArguments) appear to be affected by the Uneven Service
Behavior pitfall.

We have decided to present in detail this example (i.e.,
the setArguments methods) because (i) the method has one
of the largest number of clients (i.e., 27) when comparing
with other instances of the Uneven Service Behavior pitfall
and (ii) the modeled concepts (i.e., Java language concepts)
make the understanding of the problem easier.

As we have already mentioned, the Operator hierarchy
models different kinds of Java operators (e.g., Instanceof,
LessThan, etc.) (see Figure 3). The purpose of the
setArguments method is to provide by means of its single
parameter a list of expressions representing the operands
of an Operator object. However, the content of this list
strongly depends on the concrete operator whose operands
are set. For example, an Instanceof object requires as op-
erators a reference and a type while a LessThan instance
requires two numbers as its operators. As can be observed,
these two requirements regarding the content of the param-
eter cannot be simultaneously satisfied. As a result, the
setArguments method cannot be invoked without knowing
the concrete kind of the target object (i.e., is it a Instanceof
or a LessThan object?). Generalizing, because of similar
contradictory requirements imposed by different Operator
objects, the setArguments method cannot be usually invoked
in a strongly uniform manner. However, it is defined in the
Operator class because all descendants must be capable to
provide this service (i.e., to let a client change the operator
arguments). As a result, the setArguments method repre-
sents a clear example of Uneven Service Behavior pitfall.

It is important for a maintainer to be warned that the

2Recoder defines a representation for Java programs which explains the
names of different designed entities from this system
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Figure 3. Operator Hierarchy

Figure 4. NodeHook Hierarchy from Freemind

setArguments method must be invoked knowing the con-
crete type of the target object. Otherwise, she can set incor-
rect arguments for an operator (e.g., she could set a number
in place of a type as the second argument of an Instanceof
operator). This will produce Operator objects with incor-
rect state and eventually the system will present an unex-
pected behavior.

Case 3: Premature Service. A concrete example of this
pitfall is exemplified by the setMap method declared in the
NodeHook interface from FreeMind system. Many interface
methods from this base class are predominantly invoked in a
strongly uniform manner (its ASU metric is high i.e., 0.78).
However, one of its methods (i.e., setMap) is not predom-
inantly invoked in the same way (it has a small SU value
i.e., 0.33). Additionally, this method tends to be invoked
only on instances of particular subclasses from the implied
hierarchy (TA metric is 0.36). Thus, it is possible that the
setMap method characterizes only some subparts of the hi-
erarchy presented in Figure 4.

We observed that the setMap method is implemented in
the NodeHookAdapter abstract class, where it just sets the
value of a private field. The class also implements a getter
method for the same field. Because the member variable is
accessed only by this two methods and because the getter is
protected, we expected to find in almost all the descendants
invocations to the getter method. Surprisingly, the getter
is accessed only from PermanentNodeHookAdapter class.
Thus, it is possible that the value of the aforementioned field
is significant only for classes that implement directly or in-
directly the PermanentNodeHook interface. Implicitly, the
setMap method is dedicated only for these kinds of objects.

We also examined the external clients of the setMap
method. The interesting fact is that we have discovered
a single call to this method that may be targeted to in-
stances of any concrete class from the hierarchy. Another
one is targeted to PermanentNodeHook objects and one is
targeted directly to instances of a single class that is not of
PermanentNodeHook type (although it is not clear where
exactly this class uses the set value). In conclusion, we
say that the detected method is actually meaningful only
for PermanentNodeHook part of the hierarchy, a result con-
sistent with the general profile of this pitfall. Thus, it would
be worth to investigate the possibility of moving the decla-
ration of the setMap method down to PermanentNodeHook
interface.

6. Related Work

Polymorphism and class hierarchies are keys to increase
the extensibility of object-oriented software systems. The
type hierarchy nature of class hierarchies is intensively dis-
cussed in theory and practice [10, 14, 18, 19, 23]. The de-
sign and enforcement of correct behavioral type hierarchies
is an important part of software development when design-
ing highly reusable components e.g., [8, 18].

The analysis of class hierarchies is also addressed in the
context of maintenance and reengineering. Our work is es-
pecially related with design flaws detection. Catalogs of
good object-oriented design heuristics can be used to iden-
tify design problems related to class hierarchies [23]. In
[9] many “bad smells” are described, some of them (e.g.,
Refused Bequest) pointing to design problems in class hier-
archies (e.g., inheritance used to achieve only code reuse).
Arévalo et al. use concept analysis to automatically dis-
cover recurring dependency schemas in class hierarchies
[1]. Some of these schemas are also associated with design
problems. By contrast with these achievements we are fo-
cused on identifying recurring situations which can mislead
an engineer during maintenance activities. However, they
are not caused by design problems. The situations appear in
particular design contexts, as a result of a tradeoff made be-
tween contradictory forces or represent accepted deviations
from good object oriented design heuristics.

Several other related works may be seen as a way to
avoid misunderstanding or facilitate the understanding of
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a software. In [22], the authors map program entities and
relations between them to concepts and relations recorded
in an ontology. In this way, the authors have managed to de-
scribe and detect classes of diffusion of the domain knowl-
edge in code. Such cases may also mislead an engineer dur-
ing program understanding activities. In [15], the author
managed to enhance the detection of two design problems
by eliminating those false-positives that conform to specific
design requirements of enterprise applications. Such false-
positives can also mislead an engineer since they can be eas-
ily misinterpreted as design problems. In [24] a case study
of an API redesign is presented. An usability evaluation
showed that the new API significantly improved users’ pro-
ductivity emphasizing the importance of properly designed
APIs.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we introduced the notion of comprehen-
sion pitfall as a design situation in which the polymorphic
manipulation of a design entity (e.g., method) can be easily
misunderstood. Additionally, we presented a generic pro-
cess that can be used to define such pitfalls. The applicabil-
ity of this process has been proved by using it to define three
concrete comprehension pitfalls. Moreover, we have intro-
duced three metric-based rules to automatically detect these
pitfalls in object-oriented code. Based on our experiment
we conclude that the identified comprehension pitfalls and
the approach used to detect them are a promising support
for maintenance and deserve to be further investigated.

As a future work direction, we plan to perform larger
experiments to study the identified comprehension pitfalls.
Additionally, we plan an empirical study with human sub-
jects in order to estimate the difficulties in code under-
standing and modification induced by the described pit-
falls. As another future work direction, we plan to inves-
tigate the possibility of generalizing our approach beyond
pitfalls related to the polymorphic usage of class hierar-
chies (e.g., pitfalls related to classes) and even for systems
which are not based on the object-oriented paradigm. Last
but not least, we plan to investigate the possibility of esti-
mating the uniformity metrics using other approaches (e.g.,
[2, 11]). A more precise estimation of these metrics may
have an important impact on our approach (e.g., reducing
false-positives, emphasizing false-negatives, etc.).
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void aClient(A x) {
0: //Here,x may refer B, C or D objects
1: x.firstMethod();
2: if(x instanceof B) {
3: //Here,x may refer only B objects
4: x.secondMethod();
5: } else {
6: //Here,x may refer C or D objects
7: x.thirdMethod();
8: }

}

Figure 5. Exemplifying Types of Invocations

APPENDIX

In this appendix, the extended suite of uniformity metrics
(initially introduced in [21] in a particular form) is presented
together with some related concepts. For the purpose of this
paper we generalized them and we introduced a new metric
(i.e., Type Affinity). We changed also the metrics / concepts
initial names in order to be more informative.

Types of Method Invocations

Implementors Set. The Implementors set of a method M
is the set of classes composed of the method declaration
class and all the descendants of that class. Abstract classes
(including Java interfaces which are seen as pure abstract
classes) are excluded from this set. For all the methods de-
clared in A (Figure 5) the Implementors set is {B,C,D}.

Strongly Uniform Call. A strongly uniform call of a
method M is a call made through a reference which may
refer at runtime to instances of any class from Implemen-
tors(M). The call from line 1 represents such an invocation.

Non Uniform Call. A non uniform call of a method M is
a call made through a reference which may refer at runtime
to instances of a single class from Implementors(M) set. In
line 4 such an invocation is exemplified.

Weakly Uniform Call. A weakly uniform call of a
method M is a call which is neither strongly uniform nei-
ther non uniform. An example is shown in line 7.

The Uniformity Metrics

Strong Uniformity (SU). Strong uniformity for a method
M is defined as the relative number of strongly uniform
calls to that method. SU close to 1 means that the mea-
sured method is predominately invoked in a strongly uni-
form manner (i.e., almost all its invocations are directed to
instances of all the classes from Implementors(M)).

Weak Uniformity (WU). Weak uniformity for a method
M is defined as the relative number of weakly uniform calls
to that method. WU close to 1 means that almost all the in-
vocations to the measured method are directed to instances
of several (but not all) classes from Implementors(M).

Non Uniformity (NU). Non uniformity for a method
M is defined as the relative number of non uniform calls
to that method. NU close to 1 means that the measured
method is predominantly invoked in a non uniform manner
(i.e., knowing that the target is an instance of a single class
from Implementors(M)).

At class level, we define ASU, ANU and AWU metrics as
the average of SU, NU respectively WU, for all the interface
methods of the measured base class. Thus, the metrics
capture the extent to which all the interface methods of a
base class are invoked in a strongly uniform / non uniform
/ weakly uniform way. Their interpretation can be easily
derived from the one discussed at the method level metrics.
Note that for the same measured entity (i.e., base class or
method) the sum of these metrics is always 1.

Type Affinity (TA). To simplify our discussion we first
introduce an auxiliary metric. The Hit Rate (HR) metric is
defined for a method M with respect to a class from Im-
plementors(M). Its value represents the relative number of
weakly or non uniform calls to M that may be directed to
an instance of that class. Type Affinity (TA) for a method
M is computed like this: (i) we compute the HR values
for M with respect to each class from Implementors(M) (ii)
we compute the absolute deviation from the mean3 for each
HR value obtained in the first step (iii) the maximum value
obtained in the previous step represents the TA metric for
M. The maximum value is used because it indicates that
weak or non uniform invocations of M are mainly directed
to some particular classes from Implementors(M). Thus, a
high value of the TA metric means that only some classes
are preferred as targets in weak or non uniform invocations
of M.
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